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•

● This “Science Literacy” assignment

guides students to develop and expand
strategies to read science articles.
● Reading scientific literature is a critical
science competency that proves difficult
to “teach.”
● Students enter our classes with varying
science vocabularies, and many suffer
imposter syndrome when reading
technical reports because they do not yet
identify as capable scientists.
● This assignment is a low-stakes pathway
for students to build skills to approach
and analyze scientific articles thus putting
the intimidation behind them.

How Others Can Adopt
This Practice
● Choose 4-7 articles you want students to
read over the semester. They can be a
combination of primary research, popular
magazines, news stories, blogs, etc.
● Determine 1 or 2 features of each article
where students should focus.
● Create Canvas Discussion boards using
templates in “How to Implement
Effective Discussions,“ hosted by the
UNLV Office of Online Education.
● Grade based on completion of
requirements or meaningful responses

•

•

•

Instructors can move many types of
assignments into Discussions, including
student-to-student discussions or student
analysis of an article, video, audio clip, or
art piece.
The Office of Online Education provides
instructional documents with examples of
different types of deployable assignments.
The Office also provide templates that
ensure the instructor provides students the
purpose, expectations, grading scheme,
and instructions on how to complete the
assignment.
These templates made building this
Science Literacy assignment very efficient.
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